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Faculty Assembly Minutes  

Friday, May 1, 2020 (3:00pm) 

 

Present: Joe Fahey, Norman Jones, Dawn Kitchen, Jamison Kantor, Phil Mazzocco, Scopas 

Poggo, Kate Shannon, Heather Tanner, John Thrasher, Amy Brunell, Stavros Constantinou, 

Glenn Hartz, Faith Wyzgoski, Cynthia Callahan, Sergei Chmutov, Bill Putikka, Mirel Caibar, 

Terri Winnick, Rachel Bowen, Carolyn Skinner, Steve Abedon, Steven Joyce, Jeff Sprang, 

Mollie Cavender, Gabe Karns, Agus Munoz-Garcia, Terri Bucci, Kelly Whitney, Del Lindsey, 

Kip Curtis, Carol Landry, Ozeas Costa, Elizabeth Kolkovich, Yongmin Sun, Tom Griffiths 

 

Excused: Dennis Shaffer 

 

1. Approval of 3/31/20 Faculty Assembly meeting minutes 

 

A motion to accept the 3/31/20 Faculty Assembly meeting minutes was made by Del Lindsey 

(seconded by Kip Curtis).  The motion passed with 24 ‘yes’ votes, 0 ‘no’ votes, and 1 abstention. 

 

2. Faculty Senate Report 

 

Sergei Chmutov, Faculty Senate Representative, reported that there were no severe financial 

difficulties expected for Summer term 2020, but that the impact of COVID-19 on Fall semester 

finances was still unclear.  No questions from the floor were proffered. 

 

3. Arts and Sciences (A&S) Senate Report 

 

Bill Putikka, Arts and Sciences Senate Representative, reported that although the A&S Senate 

has not met during the lockdown, they have been quite active.  They are considering whether to 

take a vote in May to approve the General Education (GE) Revision implementation plan as 

currently constituted, as opposed to holding the vote over to Fall 2020.  Bill asked for faculty 

feedback on this vote.  Bill’s general feeling was that, due to the rushed nature of the vote, and in 

light of lingering ambiguities regarding which bodies would approve coursework for the various 

Theme components of the revised GE, he was planning to vote ‘no’.   

 

One faculty member desired that Arts and Sciences retain full control over their curriculum, as 

opposed to a University Level Advisory Committee (ULAC).  They also mentioned that the 

embedded literacies component of the new GE plan was unclear and not sufficiently developed.  

Finally, they suggested that it is likely that our theme structure and requirements will be copied 

by other state institutions, which will counteract the notion that our themes give OSU a 

competitive advantage. 

 

Another faculty member reported hearing that the impetus for a vote now is to avoid having to 

go through this entire process again in the Fall with new senators.  It was generally agreed that 

this was not a compelling reason to approve the GE Revision now.   

 

Bill Putikka’s resolve to vote ‘no’ on this issue was not swayed during this discussion, but he 

remained open to additional feedback from concerned faculty. 
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4. End of Semester Committee Reports  

 

End of semester reports were presented, and faculty were given an opportunity to ask questions 

of each committee chair.  See Appendix for all end-of-semester reports. 

 

 Student Support Committee (SSC) 

 

One faculty member inquired about students who won travel grants for Spring/Summer travel 

but had them cancelled due to COVID-19 university travel restrictions.  Could they be given 

priority or be fast-tracked when applying for these funds in the next available cycle?  Steven 

Joyce, SSC Chair, indicated that this topic had not yet been discussed, but Associate Dean Dawn 

Kitchen noted that unused travel funds would roll over to the next budgetary cycle, and that it 

was hoped that these students could access their funding then, but that this was not yet certain. 

 

 Professional Development Committee (PDC) 

 

Jamison Kantor indicated that he was happy to work with the PDC to reschedule his cancelled 

talk when circumstances allowed. 

 

 Teaching and Learning (T&L) 

 

No questions or comments were forthcoming. 

 

 Resource Stewardship Committee (RSC) 

 

No questions or comments were forthcoming. 

 

 

5. Proposed Amendment to Resource Stewardship Committee Charge  

 

Steve Abedon, Chair of the Resource Stewardship Committee, proposed amending the Resource 

Stewardship Committee charge as follows: 

CHANGE 1 

Previous charge wording: 

 

4. Review proposals to use campus natural resources based on the Resource Management Plan 

(https://mansfield.osu.edu/assets/mansfield/Handbook/ResourceManagement.pdf) and send 

recommendations to the Dean for final disposition. Outdoor space use also requires Shared 

Services approval (https://mansfield.osu.edu/assets/mansfield/Handbook/outdoorspace.pdf). 

 

5. Advise Dean’s office and Land Manager about use of campus natural resources, specifically 

capital planning, usage, or other plans that would significantly affect the campus’ natural or 

physical resources, ensuring decisions are informed by the Natural Landscape Management 

Hierarchy Plan. 

 

https://mansfield.osu.edu/assets/mansfield/Handbook/ResourceManagement.pdf
https://mansfield.osu.edu/assets/mansfield/Handbook/outdoorspace.pdf
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Revised wording: 

 

4. Consult the Land Manager, review proposals, and send recommendations to Executive 

Committee and the Dean for final disposition, ensuring decisions are informed by the Natural 

Landscape Management Hierarchy Plan, the Resource Management Plan 

(https://mansfield.osu.edu/assets/mansfield/Handbook/ResourceManagement.pdf), and 

appropriate OSU staff as necessary.  Projects reviewed may include capital planning, usage, or 

other plans that significantly affect the campus’ natural or physical resources.  Outdoor space 

use also requires Shared Services approval 

(https://mansfield.osu.edu/assets/mansfield/Handbook/outdoorspace.pdf). 

 

CHANGE 2 

 

Previous charge wording: 

 

"7. Once each year (late April), meet with Assistant Dean of Student Life and staff to generate 

names of artists and scholars (from or visiting institutions in Ohio) that we could invite to 

campus for more academic-focused presentations the following year." 

 

Revised wording: 

 

“6. Solicit input from Faculty and Staff early during Fall semester for suggestions of what artists 

and scholars we could invite to campus the following academic year to give academic-focused 

public presentations. Presentations are such as talks or seminars and ideally will be of a nature 

that would be well attended (though, for budgetary reasons, invitees especially should be 

associated with or already visiting institutions in Ohio). Following further input from this 

committee, in approximately late November meet with the Assistant Dean of Student Life and 

staff to finalize suggestions.” 

 

Previously the charge had read: 

 

The motion, brought from the Executive Committee, was approved unanimously with 30 ‘yes’ 

votes and zero abstentions. 

 

6. Committee Re-structuring Survey Initial Data and Discussion 

 

The findings of a recent survey regarding the committee restructuring were briefly reviewed.  In 

general, most respondents believed that their assigned committees were ‘moderately’ or ‘very’ 

productive, and almost everyone reported that they either dedicated the ‘same’ or ‘less’ time to 

committee work than the previous year.  Narrative responses were also elicited by the survey, but 

were not discussed during this meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://mansfield.osu.edu/assets/mansfield/Handbook/ResourceManagement.pdf
https://mansfield.osu.edu/assets/mansfield/Handbook/outdoorspace.pdf
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7. Workload Policy 

 

Dean Norman Jones reported that a finalized Workload Policy document will be brought to the 

Executive Committee in the Fall of 2020 and will then be presented to the Faculty Assembly for 

final approval. 

  

In summary, it has been determined that we will maintain the status-quo in terms of course 

releases, Faculty Professional Leaves, and Special Assignments.  The only significant change 

involves the way that course releases for program coordinators will be determined. Namely, they 

will be based more on the actual activities coordinators are completing as opposed to being given 

merely based upon position status. 

 

8. Officer Elections 

 

The following slate for 2020-2021 Executive Committee Offices was presented to the faculty: 

 

Faculty President - Amy Brunell 

Faculty Vice President – Heather Tanner 

Faculty Secretary - Agus Munoz-Garcia 

Faculty At-Large Rep - Mirel Caibar 

 

Faculty were given a chance to make nominations from the floor.  No additional nominations 

were forthcoming.   

 

A motion was made by Carol Landry to accept the entire slate by acclamation (second by Kip 

Curtis).  The motion passed unanimously with 28 ‘Yes’ votes. 

 

Following this vote, two clarifications were made.  First, committee assignment terms end in 

May, not in December.  Second, committee chairs should prepare and submit yearly committee 

member participation reports only in May.   

 

9. Open Discussion and Questions for the Deans  

 

Dean Norman Jones began by addressing the status of Fall semester with respect to COVID-19 

accommodations.  He explained that the status of Fall semester is currently undecided, but that 

we should have a lot more information in the next 4-6 weeks.  At this point, it is likely that we 

will be at least partially online in the Fall.  Dean Jones suggested that it may be wise to start 

designing Fall courses as hybrid, as opposed to fully in person.  

 

Questions for the floor were then entertained: 

 

Q:  When will we gain access to our offices again?   

—Dean Norman Jones: Probably not until June will we be allowed to come back on a more 

regular basis.  If you need to come back to campus to briefly retrieve materials, or for some other 

purpose, the following protocols should be followed: (1) take your temperature before you come 

to campus—it needs to be below 100, (2) let security know when you are coming, (3) restrict 
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campus visits to regular business hours M-F, and (4) limit your time on campus as much as 

possible.  Also, Ovalwood and Eisenhower are closed for the summer, but you will still have 

access to the buildings as specified above. 

 

Q: Are we free to prepare for an online and hybrid situation without pursuing OAA approval? 

—Dean Norman Jones: At present, hybrid course that are 50% or less online do not need official 

approval, though this policy may change.  You will have people in classrooms in Fall that will 

prefer to be in person due to learning preferences.  Others will not want to be there in person due 

to covid concerns.  It is good to have options to accommodate both types of people. 

—Associate Dean Dawn Kitchen: If the course is more than 50% online, you needed approval 

for the summer, but it was expedited.  It is unclear whether this process will be carried over to 

the Fall.  In general, faculty and coordinators were encouraged to consider not offering courses 

in the Fall that will not be feasible partially or wholly online. 

 

Q: How do hybrid courses work?  

—Dean Norman Jones: The standard hybrid model is that the class meets once a week in person, 

and all the rest is online.  There is also a high flex model where students have an option to come 

in or learn online, but these are much more labor intensive for faculty. 

—Faculty Comment: The high flex format is indeed daunting.  It also doesn’t keep faculty from 

coming into classes which can increase their own COVID-19 risks. 

 

Q: As hybrid courses will generally be hosted on Carmen, is it possible to have our Fall course 

offering activated on Carmen earlier than normal so that we can start working on them sooner? 

—Dean Norman Jones: I will push for them to be opened ASAP. 

 

Comment: In many science hybrid courses, it would make sense for the lab components to be in 

person.  Great care must be taken in planning these out.   Time must be left for cleaning in 

between.  It is not necessarily possible to social distance when people get packed into these lab 

spaces, especially when hybridization makes this necessary. 

—Dean Norman Jones: These issues will be explored in the coming weeks. 

 

Q: Hybrid and online classes are more labor intensive than in person variants.  Will the 

university acknowledge that we are shifting focus from research to teaching for a time?  

Otherwise, what incentive do we have to dedicate time to making online/hybrid instruction 

excellent? 

—Dean Norman Jones: I will continue to push this perspective to leadership. 

 

Q: Will the power be left on in Ovalwood and Eisenhower during the summer? 

—Dean Norman Jones: Yes, the power will be left on.  The main cost savings will come from 

increasing the temperature swing in these two buildings by not heating/cooling as much as 

normal. 

 

Comment: It may be helpful to work on a Master Course on Carmen.  These are available at any 

time and can easily be transferred into actual course pages when needed. 
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Comment: In lab courses such as Physics, splitting up classes and social distancing may be 

problematic because (a) there will not be enough equipment to go around and (b) many labs 

require multiple students working in close proximity to complete a given activity. 

—Dean Norman Jones: Chemistry labs may have similar issues.  These issues will be discussed 

in the coming months. 

 

Comment: Labs for some classes are held in North Central State College (NCSC) facilities, so 

schedule coordination with NCSC may be required. 

 

Q: Is NCSC going fully online in the fall? 

—Dean Norman Jones: They are trying to avoid this at all costs as so many of their courses are 

hands-on. 

 

Dean Norman Jones then discussed budget and enrollment projections for Fall Semester.  There 

is great uncertainty on both fronts, in part because we have no relevant historical models to base 

our predictions upon.  Students do seem to be deciding later than normal in terms of accepting 

offers across the university, and we always experience last-minute enrollment decisions on our 

campus.   We have been asked to create plans to reduce all expenditures by 5%, 10%, and 20%.  

Further, we have been dissuaded from using reserves to cover deficits because there is a 

likelihood that the negative effects of COVID-19 will likely last for several years. 

 

Associate Dean Dawn Kitchen reminded tenure-track faculty to please be mindful of non-tenure-

track colleagues (including both associated faculty and staff), whose areas of the budget will be 

under particular pressure, though she is working to minimize that pressure. 

 

Q: How is enrollment in the bachelors of science in engineering technology program coming 

along? 

—Associate Dean Dawn Kitchen: Slow but steady.  Development funds will help here, and we 

will continue our recruiting efforts. 

 

Q: Is there going to be any increased flexibility in supporting students who want to go part time? 

—Dean Norman Jones: The Richland County Foundation has recently made some of their 

scholarship resources available for such individuals.  

 

Q: Is there a way to scramble and absorb more students by getting the word out on our relative 

advantages during the COVID-19 era? 

—Dean Norman Jones: We may indeed be well positioned to offer an array of options to serve 

our students well, and to be an appealing option for many different types of students.  If anyone 

has ideas about marketing or recruiting please reach out to administration.   

 

 

 

The meeting adjourned at 5:00pm. 

 

Minutes taken and prepared by Phil Mazzocco, Faculty Secretary. 
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Appendix – Standing Committee End-of-Semester Reports 

 

 

Student Support Committee End of Semester Report – SP 2020 

 

During Spring Semester 2020 the Student Support Committee was involved in a number of 

activities. These include:  

 

1) The Travel Grant form was revised. It now is a fillable web form, compatible with the 

Undergraduate Research Application and Student Research Grant Application.  

 

2) We approved travel grant applications for 6 students  

 

3) Nominations for the McLeod, Faculty Staff, and Mansfield Campus Academic Excellence 

awards were sought, and letters of recommendation for each of the top candidates were 

requested. (Glenn Hartz led this effort) Three students were selected (see 3/17/20 minutes for 

details)  

 

4) Darla Myers was scheduled to present a talk on her student retention efforts at the faculty 

assembly  

 

Submitted by Teri Winick and Steve Joyce. 

 

 

Resource Stewardship Committee End of Semester Report – SP 2020 

 

During spring semester, the Resource Stewardship Committee:  

 

• Promoted events at the request of the Diversity Coordinator and referred names of potential 

student volunteers to her 

o Student names were provided by the committee (via Cynthia Callahan) to the Tiffany 

Mitchell regarding interest in participating in the Soul Food dinner.  

 

• Revised committee charge and forwarded it to the Executive Committee for approval  

o Two actionable charges concerning campus natural resources were combined into one.  

o The actionable charge concerning solicitation of “names of artists and scholars (from or 

visiting institutions in Ohio) that we could invite to campus for more academic-focused 

presentations the following year” was found to be in conflict with the timing of 

generation of budgets to support these activities. Therefore, a request was made to change 

this actionable charge so that these efforts would be undertaken early in Fall semester 

rather than late in Spring semester.  

 

• Received updates from the Land Manager 
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o Two reports, one quite detailed, were provided to the committee concerning land 

management by John Thrasher, both from Gabriel Karns, Visiting Assistant Professor, 

School of Environment and Natural Resources. John also met with Gabriel on behalf of 

the committee. These reports are embedded in a working document, which is available 

upon request.  

 

• Solicited information from faculty about publications and presentations 

o Yongmin Sun sent out invitations for faculty accomplishments twice (2/12 and 4/17).  

o Faculty accomplishment feedback from 5 people was received (13 items in total).  

o These accomplishments were then publicized to the campus community.  

 

• Conducted business mostly by email 

o This semester the committee attempted to limit the number of in-person meetings, all as 

prior to Spring Break. Though we had hoped for an in-person meeting after Spring Break, 

that became problematic due to the burdens of transitioning to all online teaching 

formats. As a consequence of this, we were not generating traditional minutes of 

meetings, though a detailed summary of all of the committee’s business for the semester 

is available and can be supplied upon request. 

o The email-only format used by the committee prior to Spring Break seemed to suffer 

from mixed levels of participation, with some committee members somewhat more fully 

participating than others.  

o The above-mentioned documentation of all of the committee’s activities was assembled 

by the chair starting early February. This document was updated with new information 

more or less as it arrived and was shared as a PDF with the committee for further input, 

with new material clearly indicated. It is the committee chair’s opinion that such 

documentation is crucial toward cohesive interaction of the committee under its new 

structure whether or not business is conducted primarily over email. As noted, this 

document is available upon request.  

 

Respectfully Submitted by Steve Abedon (Chair).  

 

 

Professional Development Committee End of Semester Report – SP 2020  

 

During this SP20 semester, the PDC business was conducted primarily via email. We only met 

once (via Zoom) on April 17th to discuss our recommendations regarding the Mansfield Seed 

Grant applications.  

 

Other activities of the committee during this semester include the following:  

 

• Organized a PDC brownbag talk by Dr. Amy Brunell (Narcissism and Romantic Relationships) 

on Jan 22 (where 32 people attended, 13 of which were faculty). We also worked to organize two 

other brownbag talks for SP20 (March 26: Jamison Kantor; April 8: Scopas Poggo) but they 

never took place because of the campus closure from the COVID-19 pandemic.  
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• Recruited participants and made plans for the Faculty Research Frenzy, which was scheduled to 

occur just after Spring Break, but which was cancelled after the campus closed.  

 

• Sent regular notifications to faculty about research and funding opportunities and PDC 

deadlines.  

 

• Discussed with the Dean the recommendations for faculty leaves and course reductions in the 

AU20/SP21 semesters (3 SA applications, 3 FPL applications, and 11 Course Reduction 

applications).  

 

• Revised and edited the application forms for the Mansfield Seed Grant and the Junior Faculty 

Quick Start Grant, and worked with Mike Buckland to upload the new forms to the Faculty 

Handbook online.  

 

• Reviewed and provided recommendations on four applications for international travel funds, 

four applications for supplementary travel funds, three applications for PDC small grants, and 

two applications for Mansfield seed grants.  

 

Respectfully submitted,  

The PDC (sent by Ozeas Costa)  

 

 

Teaching and Learning End of Semester Report – SP 2020  

 

Kate Shannon, Jamison Kantor, Bill Putikka, Rachel Bowen, Dennis Shaffer, and Terri Bucci  

 

This semester, for the Teaching and Learning Committee, Jamison moved into the official role of 

Mansfield faculty liaison to the UITL. (Prior to this, Norman had been the point-person for 

UITL). Throughout Spring '20, he interacted regularly with Kay Halasek, director, and four other 

regional faculty members as part of the "UITL Campus Liaisons" team, which was established to 

develop and share ideas about UITL initiatives outside of Columbus. We had a virtual meeting to 

square our objectives for the semester, established an ongoing conversation through the 

MSTeams app, and workshopped a document for the new Communities of Practice program. He 

also kept our faculty abreast of UITL developments via email and through Rachel's excellent 

Wednesday teaching conversations, which took place via zoom during the second half of the 

semester. We are fortunate to have Jamison representing us as he is the only assistant prof 

serving as a liaison.  

 

The BS in Engineering Technology program will start this fall. No delays at this time due to the 

coronavirus, but given that the program is supposed to be more "hands on" that could be a 

problem if we are not back on campus this fall.  

 

BRIGHT SPOT:  

 

Rachel hosted weekly zoom meetings to troubleshoot online teaching. They were well-attended 

each week and much appreciated by all!  
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Terri Teal Bucci, PhD 


